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�n about 1936, Henry D. Keys, (we knew him as 
Judge Keys because he used to be County Judge 
of Wheeler County) and Mack Nicholas started a 
sawmill on the Willard Osborne Ranch. There 
were problems with the mill from the beginning. 
Henry Mack, who didn’t have a financial invest-
ment in the operation (his labor was his invest-
ment), wouldn’t stay there and take care of it and 
run it like he agreed to do. Henry lived in Fossil, 
and he didn’t feel like he could be driving back 
and forth, especially on those roads and the con-
dition they were in. I don’t know if the mill had a 
name, but people called it the Keys-Nicholas 
Mill, and by the way, Mack’s last name was 
Nicholas, not Nichols as is sometimes reported.

Another problem was that the mill wasn’t 
really constructed for production. The power 
plant didn’t have the quantity of steam necessary 
to keep everything going; the engine that they had 
for the power wasn’t large enough to do the job. 
This lack of power forced the logging operation 
to cut only small logs, leaving the really good 
trees. Later, after the Dollarhide site was up and 
running, we came back and logged those bigger 
trees.

The mill ran for only one season. In the winter 
they had to shut it down because the roads were 
so bad that they couldn’t get up and down the 
roads. This fact would soon force a decision 
about relocating the mill’s site.

The mill was a circle saw—two saws; a large 
saw on the bottom and a smaller saw above, and 
there were two arbors.

Because of all the problems, Keys talked 
Charlie into taking over the entire operation. I 
don’t know how much money, if any, was trans-
ferred. Charlie had wanted to get into the lumber 

1. These are Ham Jackson’s words. He tells the story, mostly, in first person.

Steam tractor similar to the one Jackson may have 
employed as his power source. This tractor is pull-
ing a load of logs. Most of these tractors had a 
power drive wheel on the right side (the side away 
from the viewer in this photograph). A belt was put 
around this wheel and the other end of the belt 
(which was a loop) was put around the drive wheel 
on machinery. Various configurations were used, 
some extensive enough to drive all the equipment 
in a sawmill at one time. In most cases, only one 
piece of equipment would have been operating at 
a time because of the limited power generated by 
the tractor. Photographer, J.H. Eastman; undated. 
From the Kuhlman Collection, courtesy of A.R. 
Bowman Memorial Museum, Prineville.
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business for some time because he saw the writ-
ing on the wall: lumber was going to be in 
demand. We had timber there that was so beauti-
ful, you’d just fall it and drag it to the mill, if you 
wanted to.

We talked to the people that owned that tim-
ber, and even other timber, and they were more 
than glad for us to take over the contract. At first I 
think we paid $3.00 a thousand for those pine 
trees. Those trees were something else; you had 
to lay on your back to see the top of them. They 
were sometimes four and five and six feet across 
at the butt. The stumps are still there if you 
wanted to go look at them. 

Anyway, when Charlie got into the operation, 
things began to happen. This would have been 
1937.

Mack Nicholas and Homer Jones were horse 
logging and they would drag the trees in at full 
length, unless they were too big. If it was too big 

then they had to buck the logs to 6-feet, 2-inches. 
That two inches was for the cut-off saws. The 
lumber had to be 16-feet or 16-1/4 feet or we got 
paid for a 14-foot log. If you didn’t meet the 
mill’s specifications you paid a price, just as you 
do today.

This was still in the days of the whip saw. I 
can’t remember who was falling the timber, but I 
think it was Homer Jones. I got this from Hazel, 
Homer’s widow who lives at Alfalfa [east of 
Bend]. Hazel ran the cook shack. The mill had its 
own camp with little shacks all around it. There 
were about fifteen men working at the mill. 
That’s including the fallers and the loggers. 
Finally, as I recall, they got a set of logging 
wheels so that they could raise the butt end of the 
log off the ground and kind of swing it, and the 
horses could haul a larger load that way. This 
arrangement was sometimes called a logging 
arch.

Charlie Jackson’s first sawmill was located on Badger Creek. Locals usually say Mountain Creek but 
Mountain Creek doesn’t “officially” start until further down stream where Badger Creek merges with 
Indian Creek. Back in Charlie’s days, the road wasn’t as close to the creek as the above map indicates; 
things change.
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These wheels were not the famous “high 
wheels”. Some of those things were sixteen feet 
tall; these were much smaller. Anyway, we got 
the mill up to where it was cutting. I think some-
times if we had good luck we would cut 15,000 
feet a day. That was just barely the “break even” 
point of production, and all this beautiful timber 
up there—we were just actually slaughtering it, 
left some better trees than they are cutting today. 
We were up on Milk Creek by this time (see map 
previous page).

Part of the problem 
with this mill was that it 
was under powered. We 
used two steam tractors 
[see example in the pho-
tograph at the begin-
ning of the story] for 
power, and together they 
just didn’t have the 
power we needed.

There were no other 
sawmills operating in 
this area at the time. In 
Prineville, yes, and there 
was a large mill in Kin-
sua. They were begin-
ning an operation just 
off the John Day River, 
they called Blue Basin, 
or something, where 
Boyd Erickson had him-
self a mill up on Rudeo 
Mt. [this would have 
been on Dick Creek]. 
This was the beginning 
of the big push to get 
lumber. There were no 
National Forest timber 
sales at this time and 
this mature and over 
mature timber was sit-

ting there.2 Many of the trees were over mature 
and dying. When that happens they fall to the 
ground and became a fire hazard.

We bought more timber from E & H Timber 
Co., and as I recall, they were based in The 
Dalles. Booth-Kelly owned part of the timber up 
there; it was called Booth Canyon, which is at the 
head of Girds Creek, just over the top from Bear-
way Meadows. That is the headwaters of Girds 
Creek. Where Girds Creek got the name, I have 
no idea. We didn’t cut timber in Booth Canyon 

2. This isn’t exactly true. The first timber sale from the Ochoco National Forest was made on July 17, 1929. This was 
made to the Smith Brothers Sawmill at Ochoco. There was not another sale until July 11, 1940 when Alexander-Yawkey 
Lumber Company won a sale containing just over 2 million board feet. The pine sold for $3.50 a thousand, bringing in a 
total of $7,200.
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because of the distance to the sawmill. We traded 
that timber for timber closer to our other timber in 
the Milk Creek area.

Charlie and I had a meeting and decided that 
the mill’s location was wrong because the site 
was so far from the highway and the roads were 
so bad. We had to get closer to the highway. So 
we made a deal with Roy Osborne. He owned the 
land where the mill was on Badger Creek. Later 
this land would be known as the Dollarhide 
Ranch. Osborne also owned some land just east 
of Mitchell and he agreed to let us move the mill 
there. So we did.

This time we dug a mill pond. The first site 
didn’t have one. That pond later became known 
as “Dollarhide Pond,” and that is how it appears 
on maps today. We diverted some of the water 
from Bridge Creek into the pond. We had to have 
an outlet to the pond because sometimes there 
was so much water coming down the creek that 
we would have overflowed the pond without an 
outlet. Mitchell is famous for its floods, as you 
know.

This mill was built from the ground up. It was 
built by Charlie Birdsong and the Powell broth-
ers—whose names I don’t recall. The equipment 
from the Mountain Creek mill was sold—but I 
don’t remember to whom—or we traded it in to 
the people that supplied us with the new mill 
equipment. I don’t remember from whom we 
bought the new equipment but I think it came 
from Salem Machinery, which also owned 
Prineville Machine and Supply.3 Charlie was 
close friends with the owners so we had no trou-
ble getting the machinery. 

In the construction of the mill buildings, two 
different builders got involved. I don’t remember 
how or why, but they did. They were Charlie 
Birdsong and the Powell Brothers. 

The ground floor, which housed the two big 
boilers (real boilers this time, and not just steam 
tractors), and then the main floor—saw floor—
was on the second floor, which was built down to 

where the cutoff saws started in—that was built 
by one group, the problem being that there were 
two separate groups building the mill. Somehow 
they weren’t using the same plan but the two sec-
tions of the mill, although unaligned, worked well 
together. From there on we had the bull chain that 
carried the trash out to the wigwam burner, which 
was right on the creek. (In case of fire we had 
pumps down there). The green chain and the cut-
off saws were built by the second group and that 
part of the mill was just “a bubble” off of square 
with the rest of the mill.

This minor construction error didn’t hamper 
operations a bit. Everything went fine because the 
boards came flying off the edger and then down 
the ramp, to the live rolls. Dogs on the lift chains 
brought the lumber up over the cut-off saws and 
then up onto the green chain, so the difference in 
building alignment didn’t affect the plant’s opera-
tion at all. 

The new mill started operations in July, 1938. 
It was built to easily cut 35,000 in eight hours. 
This was still a circle mill. The kerf4 on a band 
saw is about half what the circle saw makes, so 
the circular saws take out a pretty good bite of 
wood. That’s why the industry went to band saws. 
Not only were they faster, but they didn’t waste 
the lumber like we were doing with the circle 
saw.

By the standards of the day, this was a mod-
ern, progressive mill. It was steam operated. We 
had a steam log turner. We called them “niggers” 
in those days. That term came from Alabama and 
Mississippi where the people that had mills down 
there hired black men to turn the logs. It was 
back-breaking work. 

Anyway, we had a “manual” log turner—a 
person—for the smaller logs because you flipped 
the logs backwards if you used the steam turner, 
and the fellow with the cant hook that was there 
for the smaller logs, he would jump on that log 
before the carriage stopped going back, and when 
the carriage stopped, his weight was increased 

3. Later purchased by Hudspeth.
4. The width of a saw cut; the amount of wood that is lost. McCulloch, Walter F. Woods Words. Portland: Oregon Histori-
cal Society & Champoeg Press, 1958.
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and he flipped that log just like that and shoved it 
back against the knees of the carriage; didn’t lose 
any time at all. 

As modern as this mill was, it still had prob-
lems associated with the large size of the trees we 
were cutting. Charlie devised a method to cut 
these giants anyway. By sawing a board off the 
log on one side then rotating the log and sawing 
off another board, the entire log was eventually 
small enough to fit through the saws in the usual 
manner. This manual turning caused more work 
and slowed the operation somewhat, but by using 
the various devices that Charlie developed to 
assist in the turning of the log, the slowdown was 
not significant. The large trees produced the high-
est quality of lumber and the higher the quality 
the better the sale price. The extra effort was cer-
tainly worth it.

Charlie Birdsong, Preacher (Fred) Brown,5 
George Darling, Bill Wilcox and two of the Pow-
ell brothers—Elmer was one, and I don’t remem-
ber the other fellow’s name—they worked in the 
mill. They had come here from St. Maries, 
Idaho.6 These people were originally from the 
south, but had made it as far west as Idaho. Then 
they heard about Oregon. They had been working 
around the area when they heard of Charlie’s new 
mill.

Like so many people in the South, these folks 
heard that they were starting mills in central Ore-
gon and that there was work here and so here they 
came with their families. These were rough times 
for many families.

The mill ran two shifts, except in the winter. 
In the winter it was just too cold at night for us to 
run. We’d deck logs in the summer and some-
times after the roads froze we could get into the 
woods and get more logs down to the mill. We’d 
deck all the logs we could because the more logs 
stored in the deck the longer we could run. But 
we were usually shut down about three months, 
and in that down period, we would repair the mill, 
replace bearings and revamp some operation so 
that we could fine-tune the equipment’s opera-

tion. Charlie was a master at figuring out prob-
lems; he was a trouble-shooter and he could do it 
in his head. He didn’t have to write everything 
down or try it out. He just did it in his head.

He sat right there on the bank of Bridge Creek 
and drew the plans for the mill right in the dirt. 
Charlie didn’t have a left hand. His left arm was 
deformed; there was a little button just past the 
elbow and he could draw by holding a pen or pen-
cil in the crook of his elbow. He had that kind of 
ability. He would draw the mill and even put the 
scale on it. Fortunately for me, I had a photo-
graphic memory and I could later transfer to 
paper the details that Charlie drew in the dirt.

We had very little timber on any of our 
ranches. Dad (Martin Joseph Jackson) was run-
ning the ranches. He came here from Darlington, 
Wisconsin. He came here to herd sheep for his 
friends, the Chapmans and the Shouns. He home-
steaded on what I call Black Rock Creek. A lot of 
people called it Jackson Creek because we lived 
on it, and it went dry during droughts. This was a 
160 acre homestead. 

Mother (Carolyn Stout of Mountain City, 
Tennessee) had come out to stay with her friends 
at Shaniko. This was in the late fall of 1903. 
Shaniko was where we shipped our wool. Dad 
was running a sheep ranch at that time. Dad met 
Mom at Shaniko through a mutual friend and they 
were married there on April 12, 1904 (Charlie 
was born March 3, 1905).

My mother came from a very interesting fam-
ily, the Stouts. My great grandfather, Daniel 
Stout, and his brothers had been given a lot of 
land following the Revolutionary War. The new 
federal government didn’t have any money to pay 
the army so they gave out land warrants. The men 
together received a large chunk of land in the 
area. I’m telling you this so you can have an idea 
of the type of life my Mother had before coming 
to Oregon. Originally, Mom and her brother, 
Tom, came here alone. Only later did other mem-
bers of the Stout family come west.

5. Who had, together with a son, a sawmill of his own. Read about that in the RT Brown chapter.
6. Another man from St. Maries would figure into the history of the timber industry in eastern Oregon. That was Fred Her-
rick. You can read about him in the chapter “Who was Edward W. Barnes?”.
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Something else about the Stouts that will help 
people understand my Mother. At the end of the 
Civil War the Stouts owned over 400 slaves. The 
Stouts were always kind to their slaves. Oh, I 
know, you hear that a lot but in the case of the 
Stouts, it was true. Anyway, after the war, the 
family decided that they would give to every 
slave family 40 acres of land—free and clear—a 
plow, and a mule. That amounted to a lot of land, 
but the Stouts thought it the right thing to do. 
Many of the slave families didn’t want to leave 
the Stouts. Under the Stouts, the slaves were well 
cared for; they received good housing, food and 
wages. This was unusual because wages were 
usually not paid to slaves.

It is something of an irony, but much of the 
land that the Stouts gave to their slaves wound up 
belonging to carpetbaggers. Not everyone in the 
South was bad; not everyone in the North was 
good. The Stouts were good Southerners and they 
were good slave owners. This is part of my 
Mother’s heritage; it helped make her the won-
derful woman she was. I say that not because she 
was my Mother but because she was a wonderful 
woman.

So you can see that my Mother was not a typ-
ical pioneer woman; she was accustomed to the 
finer things in life, not rough country life. Now 
you can better understand what comes next.

Mom and Dad came to the ranch by buggy 
from Shaniko, up Cherry Creek and then up 
Bridge Creek. They got caught in a water spout 
and they had to turn back and outrun that wall of 
water. When they reached the Kaser Ranch on 
Cherry Creek they stopped and the Kaser’s, being 
friendly folks, were happy to have their company. 
Dad was used to waterspouts but Mom was 
scared to death because she had never seen any-
thing like that. She must have had second 
thoughts about coming to the Mitchell country. 
“Let’s get out of this country! I don’t like it,” she 
must have thought. She may have even shouted it 
at my Father. Anyway, they were sturdy people 

and made it back to the ranch, eventually, and got 
the ranch going through those tough times. But 
back to Charlie.

Charlie was an accountant and also a school 
teacher, and the local people would tell him about 
“the growing need for lumber so they can build 
these houses…and we’re going into war in a cou-
ple or three years...we’re going to get drug into it, 
so we’re going to need lumber.” This is what 
brought the Hudspeth boys to Camp Watson; they 
saw a booming market coming and must have 
heard about the great trees of the Northwest. 
Someone in the family made a trip out here and 
saw timber that was 10 times larger than what 
they were used to back in the Jack Forks Valley7 
there in southeastern Oklahoma.

Henry Keyes and Charlie were good friends 
and Henry kept talking to Charlie about it, and I 
think it took about a year for him to get Charlie 
interested in getting into the timber business. 
Charlie knew that he had to have some reserve 
capital because there is a lag between the time 
timber goes into the mill and lumber is sold. 
There has to be money to cover expenses—
including salaries—during that lag time. When 
Charlie got into the business, he went into it with 
both feet and both hands, and he could see the 
handwriting on the wall and knew that the little 
mill up in the Ochocos wasn’t going to be suffi-
cient. It didn’t have any road to it except an 

7. Local Spelling; no apostrophe. Pittsburg County Historical and Genealogical Society, Inc., Pittsburg County Oklahoma, 
1997, page 508.

Here is a 1920s version of a lumber carrier. This 
one is manufactured by Ross. Photograph taken 
from an advertisement in an early issue of West 
Coast Lumberman.
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Indian trail, a cow trail. That was ten miles off the 
highway; uphill, and narrow. He had a real sense 
for business about him.

The move from Milk Creek to Bridge Creek 
[Dollarhide Pond], was founded on a gentleman’s 
agreement; there was no lease or other signed 
papers. I don’t think there ever was, but there 
might have been. The mill at what we now call 
Dollarhide Pond, that was mill #2. We even 
refined it a little bit to where sometimes we’d get 
45,000 board feet a shift out of it. But we had the 
problem of green lumber.

A lot of people wouldn’t take green lumber. It 
had to be either air dried or kiln dried, or they 
wouldn’t buy it. The moisture content had to be 
down to a certain level for them to buy the lum-
ber. Our mill had no dry kiln.

Above Mitchell is the upper graveyard, and at 
the upper graveyard there is a flat plateau. We’d 
haul the lumber off the green chain and put it up 
there and hand-stack it with stickers.8 Then we 
would load it on the truck when it was dry, and 
take it either to the Kinzua mill, Prineville (Pine 
Products or Alexander-Yawkey), or to Redmond 
(Tight Knot or Dant &Russell).

That’s a lot of lumber handling and it took 
money and it took time.

To get to our lumber drying area we had to 
drive up across the Summit Prairie Road and go 
up the hill on Cemetery Hill Road. The wind 
blows up there nearly all the time, and it was an 
ideal spot for drying lumber. It worked out for us 
real well except that we had to haul it up there. 

8. “Stickers” are specially cut pieces of lumber used to separate stacked lumber which allows the air to circulate around 
and through the lumber resulting in drying.

Jackson-Payne Lumber Company mill pond today. The main mill building was located behind the pho-
tographer who was facing west. The logs would have come up out of the pond at about the point where 
the photographer was standing. 
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We did it with a single axle truck with dead 
rolls on it.9 I drove that truck myself a lot of the 
time, but then we got a straddle bug (which is a 
lumber carrier) and we used that. That made mov-
ing the lumber a lot easier and it didn’t have any 
trouble making it up the hill either.

Because mill #2 was so close to Mitchell we 
didn’t have a camp or a cook but there was a 
lunch shack.

Roy Osborne had an extra house at the mill 
site and one of the people that worked at the mill 
lived in that house for a while. Right below the 
mill was Ralph Folston and his dairy. The dairy 
was right where the horse ranch is now…right on 
the junction Highway 26 and Summit Prairie 
Road. I don’t know how many cows he milked, 
but he furnished all the milk for that area.

Ralph Folston was a wonderful guy, and his 
middle son was our truck driver. His name was 
Gilbert and he married June Wineberger and 
graduated from Mitchell High School. He was on 
the champion basketball team that Mitchell took 
to Salem for the state basketball tournament. He 
was a fantastic truck driver. 

We had a 90-horsepowered International 
truck and Gilbert would haul that lumber to Red-
mond and Prineville. Those trucks didn’t have 
much power. They would do only about four or 
five miles an hour going up the old Ochoco High-
way—up the hill and up by Beaver Guard Station 
and Crystal Springs and Wildwood Camp—I 
could get out and walk faster than the truck could 
move. I would get out on the fender and stand out 
there and drive with one hand; it was cooler out 
there. I could pull the throttle out and let it go. 

9. “Dead rolls” are simply rollers that are not powered by anything other than the lumber rolling over them. “Live rolls,” 
on the other hand, move by power from a source other than the lumber.

The Jackson-Payne Lumber Company’s office. Many remember this as Frank Reed’s cabin. Frank was a 
miner and worked his claim (cinnabar) for many years. When Frank died in 1999 the Forest Service bull-
dozed the cabin. For “safety reasons.” JP was not the first company us utilize the building as an office. 
Originally the building served as the office for an early mining company.

From the author’s collection, 1998.
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Tires were tough to get in those days and the 
drive from Mitchell to the mills to which we 
delivered lumber was usually on gravel roads. 
This was hard on tires. The road between Mitch-
ell and Prineville, for example, was gravel until 
you got down to about six miles east of Prinev-
ille. Man, we couldn’t wait to get to that paved 
road.

Mill #2 operated until 1941.
My role in all of Charlie’s mills was that of 

handyman. I could do anything in the mill, except 
I didn’t want to saw because I saw a man get 
killed. A sawyer that we had on one of the night 
shifts came to work a little drunk. I didn’t get 
there early enough to keep him from getting 
started. I always checked the men out before we 
started the night shift to make sure they were 
sober. There was a lot of drinking going on in 
those days, and you didn’t want anyone drunk 
around those machines. This guy was a good saw-
yer…I can’t remember his name, but he was 
drunk and he was sawing. There was a little stand 
in there about 12 inches off the ground that rolled 
the turning blocks up. Something had gotten 
stuck in it and he stood up to turn the turning 
blocks by hand, lost his balance, and fell into the 
saw. He went through both saws; cut him right in 
two. It was a mess. We shut the mill down for that 

shift and had to clean up the gore. We thought we 
had to wait for the coroner to come before we 
could move the body.

The coroner would have had to come from 
Fossil but the sheriff gave us permission to 
remove the body. Part of the sawyer’s brain hit 
the ratchet setter right in the face, and he just fell 
off the carriage. I wasn’t there but the men told 
me about this; he just fell backwards off that car-
riage. He had to go home; he just couldn’t func-
tion after that. He was totally disabled that night 
but he was back to work the next night. 

That’s the reason I didn’t want to have any-
thing to do with the saw—there was a little black 
cloud in the back of my mind on sawing, because 
the sawyer had so much responsibility. Every-
thing revolved around that man. 

I used to pump the shotgun10 out between 
shifts, or if we were down for any length of time 
for repair or anything. Water would condense in 
the shotgun, and you would have to pump it out 
and you’d have to run the carriage with nobody 
on it and no weight on it and you’d run it out full 
length—all the way back—all the way ahead. 
There was a water port in it that would blow the 
water out of it. But you would have go back and 
forth anywhere from six to ten times. You could 
tell when the water was out of it because it wasn’t 
sluggish any longer. It was sluggish with that 
water in there. When there was water in the pis-
ton, you could move the stick ahead and it would 
hesitate and it wouldn’t go as fast as it should. So 
you would pump that out until there was no 
restriction in there and you got the speed out of 
the gun that you wanted to move that carriage. If 
that carriage didn’t move, we weren’t making any 
money. 

Charlie sold mill #2 in 1941 to some people 
from Bend. The new operation was called Central 
Oregon Lumber Co. I think the main men in that 
company, as I recall, were three or four attorneys 
and a fellow by the name of Keyes (not related to 
Judge Keys). I’m not too sure, but I think that 

10. The piston that moves the carriage back and forth. Usually powered by steam. Condensation accumulates over time and 
must be removed to prevent “spongy” operations.

JP’s bunkhouse, but like the office, JP did not 
build this structure. It, too, was originally built by 
the mining company.
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Red (Ted) Brawly had something to do with the 
company too. His son writes books over there at 
Prineville.11

After Charlie sold the mill he opened a gro-
cery store and a restaurant. Right beside the old 
Mitchell State Bank Bldg. He went back to that, 
but all the time he had in mind that as soon as this 
war was going, and we were sure we were going 
to win, he would get back into the timber busi-
ness. When it was a sure thing, Charlie Jackson 
and Charlie Payne got together. Charlie and his 
wife, Nellie, had sold a couple or three ranches 
and they had a bunch of money in the bank. It 
wasn’t making them any money there, so they 
decided to invest in a mill. So mill #3 was built. It 
was called Jackson-Payne Lumber Company 
(sometimes just J&P Lumber).

This was located on Winter Creek up on the 
edge of Summit Prairie near where the old mines 
are. There was a big barracks up there, sleeping 
quarters, a cook shack and a number of buildings 
from the hey-day of mining.

 Charlie and Leo Hahn (who owned Prineville 
Land and Livestock Co. and the Muddy Co.—
two separate entities) struck a deal for timber. 
Hahn’s land had lots of timber and Leo saw that 
the timber was troublesome for cattle grazing. 
Selling the timber cutting rights to J&P was, in 
Leo’s mind, one way of getting rid of those damn 
trees and make some money to boot. Charlie got a 
very good deal on the timber.

We had to build dikes and berms to keep the 
water away from the mill. Winter Creek would 
run pretty good and flooded in the spring.

We had a night watchman, caretaker, staying 
there year round. I mean in the wintertime when 
we couldn’t get in. We had five or six feet of 
snow up there in those days, and nobody plowed 

11. The September 1941 issue of West Coast Lumberman contained the following information on page 68 under the head-
ing “New Central Oregon Mill:” 

“A new firm known as the Central Oregon Lumber Company has been incorporated by H.H. DeArmond, D.M. Field, B.A. 
Stover, and C.L. Mannheimer. Mr. DeArmond is president; Mr. Field, vice president; Mr. Stover, secretary, and Mr. Mannhe-
imer, treasurer. The new company has acquired some 25,000,000 feet of timber in the Blue Mountains, south of Mitchell, in 
Wheeler County. the firm plans to erect a sawmill near Mitchell. The officers live in Bend, Ore.”

As best as I can learn, the mill never operated under this ownership. It appears that the purchase of Charlie’s Dollarhide mill 
was a move to acquire the timber that came with the mill. Hudspeth Sawmill Company acquired the mill in 1943 which 
operated until sometime in 1945 when it burned.

This is all that is left of the JP main mill building. You are looking at the north end of the building looking 
south. From the rubble, it appears that the sawed lumber came out of the building at this end.

From the author’s collection, 1998.
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the road. Bud Thrasher (Bud was the millwright 
for awhile) and I came to the conclusion that 
there might be a need to go in and “rescue” this 
older couple in the middle of winter if anything 
happened to them. We were anticipating a bad 
winter and we thought maybe that the caretakers 
might get sick or injured. 

We brought a D-7 Cat down and left it at the 
campground on Kyle Creek—the old CCC camp 
that’s up by Ochoco Ranger Station. Sure enough, 
somehow or other we got the message that one of 
them was sick—had pneumonia. Bud and I went 
up there and Bud cranked the old Cat up and we 
started up the grade. Bud was pushing snow at 
least ten feet high to get it out of the way because 
some of those old roads were just cuts and we had 
to push it clear out of the way. You’d get up on 
top of the snow and then you would take layer 
after layer off to get back to the ground.

It took us all day and we didn’t get back until 
dark. But we brought them out in a pickup and 
when they were ready to go back after the recov-
ery, we took them back. I think they stayed in 
Prineville for two weeks until they recuperated. 
But Bud Thrasher was the man that saved their 
lives.

By this time there was no longer anyone liv-
ing on Summit Prairie—not until the J&P camp 
anyway. Lossy Howard had a ranch over on the 
far end of the prairie toward Deep Creek. Leo 
Hahn had his summer home up there and there 
was one other ranch up there, I believe it used to 
be the Mulvihill place. Leo (who sure liked his 
Scotch whiskey) and his son, Dick, used to go up 
there. They called it the Owl’s Nest.

Since Charlie and Leo were good friends, Leo 
sold Charlie all that timber for $8 a thousand. All 
in this particular area, probably 6,000 acres. They 
wrote a contract up on it.

We had the timber cutting rights. We paid him 
as we sawed it. We decided when we first got 
started that because things were going pretty 
good, we’d better lock up the timber rights. Leo 
was a good business man and he’d think about 
these things and see that prices were going to 
increase. If we didn’t lock up the timber rights at 
our price now we would have to pay more later. 
We went back to Leo with a contract for the rest 
of the timber he controlled. This was in addition 
to was already set aside by our contract. 

Charlie asked, “What’ll you take for it?” But 
Charlie was ready, having looked at the market 
and the trends so the contract was all made out 
and all we had to do was fill in the numbers.

Leo said, “I want $11,000. I mean I want 
$11.00 per thousand for the rest of this timber.” 
Leo didn’t appreciate the market the way Charlie 
did.

The land was level—you know it was level, 
like a dining table. There weren’t any roads so we 
had to build roads, but because the land was so 
flat that wasn’t bad. Charlie and Leo signed the 
deal. Leo told one of his friends, “You know, I 
just broke Jackson-Payne. I signed the contract 
with him.” Little did he know….
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Charlie wasn’t trying to take advantage of 
Leo. Charlie never took advantage of anybody. 
He knew he had to get the deal tied up or some-
body else was going to come in and buy the tim-
ber from Leo. Charlie gave Leo his asking price.

Once we started operations, the people that 
were buying our lumber wanted to know, “Where 
is all this beautiful timber coming from? Where 
are these trees?” We kept that to ourselves. We 
ran that mill the better part of three years, 1944 
through 1947.

Pop Forsythe and Ward Rhoden said to Char-
lie, “We’ll buy this timber from you and you 
won’t have to mill it.” Our mill was small com-
pared to Pine Products and it was a bit strange: it 
had an upright edger, a vertical edger. At the time 
this was a controversial arrangement. It worked 
fine except for the fact that you couldn’t saw as 
fast, couldn’t run your carriage as fast as you 
should have been able to. 

But Forsythe and Rhoden got hold of Charlie 
and said, “Look, we’ll buy your timber contract.” 
Well, it turned out that we got $39 a thousand for 
the timber that we bought from Hahn for $8.00 
and $42.50 for the timber that we had to pay 
$11.00 for. So this put Charlie Payne out of busi-
ness. He was on Charlie’s back saying, “This is 
not making us any money and we gotta have the 
money in the bank.” He’d spit out his chew and 
talk some more. Charlie Payne talked very rap-
idly and he would hold his chew in his hand and 
then when he’d get through talking he’d throw it 
back in his mouth....slobbering down both sides 
of his mouth. Charlie Jackson said, “I’ll just buy 
you out.”

But this didn’t happen until after Pine Prod-
ucts bought the timber. Charlie Jackson made 
sure that the Paynes’ shared in the profit from the 
sale. A little later Charlie Jackson teamed up with 
Ed Barnes, down at Prineville and Charlie Payne 
was part of the outfit.

Their operation was called CEC Lumber 
Company (Charlie Jackson, Ed Barns, Charlie 
Payne), and the reason they did that was because 
Charlie Jackson hadn’t paid Charlie Payne off 
completely, and Payne wanted to stay involved in 
some small way. I think Payne had a 10% interest 

or something like that. But finally Ed Barnes 
wouldn’t put up with Payne. He said, “Payne 
goes.” So Barnes bought Payne out.

CEC was a timber holding company. They 
bought timber and then resold it. Ed had a small 
mill and planer there just out of town on Lamonta 
Road [where the Consolidated Pine, Inc. mould-
ing plant is now located]. So Charlie Jackson 
became part owner of that. Ed and Charlie were 
partners in this sawmill right up to the time that 
Hudspeth bought them out. 

Charlie Jackson didn’t take money, instead he 
invested in some ranches. One was the Zbindon 
place, up on McKay Creek.

Zbindon had been killed in a ranching acci-
dent. He was irrigating, changing pipes, and he 
had a pipe standing on end and it fell across the 
power line and electrocuted him. 

Ross Payne, Charlie’s brother, was Zbindon’s 
ranch manager. At the time of the accident the 
Ladina seed crop (that’s a clover seed crop) was 
at its peak. But the grass seed boom only lasted 
about 3 years in Crook County; about as long as a 
big gold rush. They had clover in for 3 years, 
plowed it up and put it in alfalfa, and then just 
sold the hay. We did have a feed lot up there, but 
somebody had to be there all the time, and Char-
lie had other things he wanted to, so he sold it to 
John Hudspeth.

The ranch was 720 acres with 300 acres under 
irrigation. Ranchers were only allowed to irrigate 
160 acres per person in those days (if they used 
Federal irrigation water) so they had to use Ross 
Payne’s name to get the other 140 acres irrigated.

Charlie liked the lumber business, so when 
Glen Bradley, who was from an old-time sawmill 
family in John Day, located a mill down at Cen-
tral Point, Charlie saw a chance to get involved. 
Glen didn’t have all that much money so Charlie 
bankrolled him. The mill was called Continental 
Lumber Co. This was about 1950.

Charlie moved to Medford and he happened 
to be a good friend of a Buick dealer down there, 
so the guy sold him a Buick; practically gave it to 
him. The mill was just going really good when 
Charlie got into the Northwest Mining Co. That 
was a cinnabar and gold mine up on Foote’s 
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Creek. It’s just north of the little town of Rogue 
River. My sister, Elizabeth, bought that later on 
and made a tree farm out of it.

Glen wanted out of the mill business but 
Charlie didn’t have the money to buy him out, 
and didn’t want to buy him out, because Glen was 
a pretty good mill man. While Charlie was gone 
somewhere on a trip—I think he’d gone back to 
Fort Garland, Colorado, where he had an interest 
in the Mount Blanca Lumber Co.—the mill 
burned mysteriously. There was a big insurance 
policy on it. They didn’t build it back.

Charlie said, “I don’t want to build it back.” 
And Bradley said, “I just want to take the money 
and run.” So Charlie took this money and went to 
Texas where he worked out a deal with the Trian-
gle Timber Co., out of Houston. That company 
had 100,000 acres of timber land surrounded by a 
chain link fence. Shirley Quant went back there 
and was logging for Charlie. They had a deal with 
the paper mill to log the cottonwood trees that 
were up there—silver poplar some call it.

Quant had decked quite a bit of timber. That 
stuff is so heavy that you have to let it dry for six 
months before the paper mills will buy it. But it 
cost us $11.00 a thousand. The Triangle Timber 
people said we could cut the cottonwood trees, as 
it didn’t cost them anything. Nor did it cost us 
anything for the Christmas trees.12 So a paper 
company (I don’t remember which company) 
said, “We’ll pay you $11 a thousand for this tim-
ber if you deliver them to Pagosa Springs.” That 
is where the railroad was. 

So Quant moved equipment to the site and 
was going to do all the logging. Triangle Timber 
had a contract with a mill equipment manufactur-
ing company, Salem Machinery right here in Ore-
gon. They got in touch with Charlie and said, 
“We’ll do this for you, and you pay us $10.00 a 
thousand rent on the mill and we’ll own it and 
we’ll have the insurance on it.” Charlie made it 
clear to the Salem Machinery people that the mill 
would have to be a big enough mill to cut 

125,000 ft. of lumber in eight hours because the 
winters up there were killers. They said, “That’s 
all right; we can do that.” 

Salem Machinery had all the equipment built 
and ready to ship when two of their owners were 
killed in an automobile accident. The heirs were 
not willing to go ahead with the arrangement. So 
Charlie had to forfeit a lot of his money to the Tri-
angle Timber Co. because he couldn’t fulfill his 
contract. This left Shirley Quant kind of hanging. 
He had put out a lot of money and now he wasn’t 
going to get anything back. There was a law suit 
over it.

It was now 1952. The law suit was in Federal 
Court. Charlie didn’t want to sue them. He didn’t 
want to sue anybody. But Mt. Blanca Lumber Co. 
was suing Salem Machinery because they didn’t 
fulfill their contract. Somehow or other, there was 
no settlement and the lawsuit was dismissed.

The lawsuit didn’t break Charlie, but he did 
lose a lot of money. He had the Izee ranch and he 
sold that to Slim Emery from Ione. After the 
soured deal in Colorado was over, Charlie said, 
“Well, I’m having bad luck with this. I’m going 
back to cattle ranching and raising hay.” He knew 
how to do that. So he bought two ranches just 
outside Hermiston. One of them was right next to 
the Umatilla Ordinance Depot. The Northwest 
Cattle Auction yard was on the other side. C.B. 
Feedlot bought that ranch when Charlie couldn’t 
build a house on it. He couldn’t build a house on 
it because you couldn’t build within a certain 
minimum number of feet of the Ordinance Depot. 
You could build buildings, but you couldn’t 
inhabit them. You could build cattle barns and 
stuff like that but people couldn’t live there 
because of the danger of that nerve gas that they 
have stored up there.

Charlie died in 1955. At that time he still 
owned two ranches and the Northwest Mining 
Co. I was the executor of his estate. People that 
owed him money denied it, and we could have 

12. Naturally grown trees (spruce in this case) of “Christmas tree” size. These, apparently, were “trash” to the Triangle 
company so they just gave them to the Jacksons.
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sued them, but what in the world would we get? 
They didn’t have anything and we’d have been 
out the attorney fees. We let it all go.
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